
Four Side Horizontal Wrap Machine

Four side horizontal wrap machine fully automatically wrap the products with 2

kinds of film or one kinds of film but 2 rolls , especially for Medical dialysis

paper package material sealing. consists of special controller and touch

screen for maintenance and control and 4 sets of servos.

This system is applicable to the following machines according to the different

ways of feeding.

The power supply is AC220V 50HZ with normal grounding

The feeding shaft is the standard type of chain with push plate. (Use hot-melt

adhesive dialyzing paper coating 0.018PE or PET)

The main features of maintenance and control packing machine:

1.Cutting knife movement: adaptive CAM curve, acceleration and deceleration

is smooth in the process of movement with low mechanical vibration.

2.Packing range: there is no upper limit for packing length, the lower limit is

determined by the rotary shaft diameter of the cutting knife.

3.Standard mode:

The machine can be started and operated without reset, easy to operate (reset

is required for fault shutdown requires).

When the bag length is set to 200MM, the production speed of dual channel

can reach to about 80.

Automatic film connection, in case of dual films, the film connection is

automatic without stopping the machine.

For printing layout, color mark position can be automatically tracked.

4.Dual channel shall be equipped with two code printers, and single channel

shall be equipped with one code printer.

A.Place is to adjust the actual position of the print date on the product, press

UP/DOWN to adjust

B.Temp is to control the heating temperature of the wheel, press UP/DOWN to

adjust according to the actual effect.



Application:

Four side horizontal wrap machine is suitable for the packaging of solid sheet

items in the pharmaceutical, health care, chemical, light industry, and food

industries such as composite film, aluminum plastic film, a pure aluminum film,

aluminized film, coated paper, etc., Bodywarmer stick, antipyretic stickers,

infusions Heaters, pain relief plasters, medical accessories stickers, game

cards, recharge cards, commemorative coins, kiss stickers, temperature

measurement stickers, single-piece sanitary napkins, flaky tofu skin, spicy fish

fillets, biscuits, etc.

Machine Details



Parameter
Model No. WE-FD4T

Product Name Automatic three channels four-side sealing machine

Production capacity 60-120copies / min ( The specific actual is determined by the product

layout.)

The Largest Bag Making

Area

250*360mm (Single copy)

Traction stroke range 50-250mm ( The traction belt can be customized lengthened)

Typesetting reference

specifications

160*120 （three copies） 90*75 （four copies） 100*70 （five copies）

（Can be designed according to user requirements）

Packaging Materials（Reels

are Φ75）

Coated paper & Composite film & Aluminum plastic film & Pure aluminum

film & Aluminized film （0.03~0.1）*620*(Φ400)mm

Thickness of packaged

items

0.3~12mm (Depending on the margin of layout space)

Applicable Products composite film, aluminum film, pure aluminum, aluminized, PE coated

paper and other medicine, health care, chemical industry,

light industry, food industry, solid sheet items



Power supply, total power380V 50Hz 11kw

Air pump capacity ≥0.25m³/min（provided for yourself）Pressure：0.6～0.8Mpa

Dimensions (length X width

X height)

L 5061* W 1680* H 1764 (Intermediate split transportation, including

foot height)

Total Weight About 1800kg

Sample picture

Video
https://www.youtube.com/embed/JG-20gT3f3c
https://www.youtube.com/embed/HQORnH7-XLk
https://www.youtube.com/embed/EPQ2_vbclf4
https://www.youtube.com/embed/VxJ6bgn_ZoY

Installation Service
1.we provide videos and instruction manual to show the process of installation.
2.we provide training for installation for free in our factory.
3.we can send technician to buyer’s factory to install the machine and provide
trainning course.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/JG-20gT3f3c
https://www.youtube.com/embed/HQORnH7-XLk
https://www.youtube.com/embed/EPQ2_vbclf4
https://www.youtube.com/embed/VxJ6bgn_ZoY


After Sales Service
1.One year warranty and free lifetime technique support.
2.Free spare parts would be supplied if machine broken within warranty period.
3.After the warranty period, the spare parts for replacement are offered based
on certain charge.

Factory

Similar products:the main cartoning machine website


